
BEEF CATTLE BUSINESS PLANS

To reduce risk, some backgrounders choose not to own their feeder cattle, but custom-feed cattle for other producers or
cattle investors. A business plan.

Two different category of labor group are required for the smooth functioning of the farm, an administrative
and production group. Prepare a business loan application: If you need financial assistance from any
government or non government agencies or financial institutes, you will have to show them your business
plan. These are the areas where we intend sourcing for fund for Jonah Livingston and Family Farms Ltd;
Generate part of the start â€” up capital from personal savings and sale of his stocks Generate part of the start
â€” up capital from friends and other extended family members Generate a larger chunk of the startup capital
from the bank loan facility. To meet this need, Bhutan imports MT beef from India Department of Livestock,
annually which leads to outflow of money to other countries. Here are the payment options that Perry
Coleman and Family Cattle Ranch, LLC will make available to her clients; Payment via bank transfer
Payment via online bank transfer Payment via check Payment via bank draft In view of the above, we have
chosen banking platforms that will enable our client make payment for farm produces purchase without any
stress on their part. Over and above, we have perfected our sale and marketing strategies first by networking
with agriculture merchants and companies that rely on raw materials from the livestock farming industry who
are likely to refer become our customers. Farm land owners and cattle owners can benefit from trading and
selling cattle for beef, as well as other products, such as milk, hide, and other related farm products. She has
spent 20 years producing marketing and public relations work for various businesses and non-profit
organizations. At the initial stage, we will make contact and deal with the meat retailer to sell our product but
slowly we will establish our own meat shop and sell directly to customers as to make more profit. Graded
meat packaging to reach all levels of customers 3. Marketing is the most important part of your business plan.
Thus it will be easily operable with fewer skills and the strength lies in the support that we receive from
government both in the form of moral and financial. Will you pay them back? Some even go ahead to include
meat and milk processing and packaging business alongside their product offerings; it helps them maximize
profits in the agriculture industry. As a farm you will have different tax rules than many other types of
businesses. Sales and Marketing Strategy We are quite aware that the reason why some commercial livestock
farms hardly make good profits is their inability to sell off their livestock to a larger market. Business
Strategies Druk Beef production unit is aimed to meet the ever growing demand for beef in Bhutan by
providing desired and quality products to consumers. Showing total cost of project. We will provide graded
meat packaging to reach all level of customers. Market coverage in the entire nation 6. It has good
accessibility to electricity from Umling and water from Taklai River. The rural land lease rate for
semi-commercial is Nu. Loan Amortization [note: the unit of currency in the tables are in Ngultrum Nu. A
business plan is necessary for any business to evaluate profits, overheads and other expenses and to make
proper financial and production related decisions. The sales projection is based on information gathered on the
field and some workable assumptions as well with respect to the nature of cattle rearing business that we run.
For example, the start â€” up cost for a fish farm is different from the start â€” up cost for mechanized crop
farming, so also the start â€” up cost for poultry farming is different from the start â€” up cost of cattle ranch
dairy farm et al. Product or service in itself is nothing without appropriate marketing strategy therefore,
effective marketing strategy is necessary for the success of business. Therefore, our product is likely to have
greater consumer preferences than that of imported ones. Pasture land would be developed using improved
fodder seeds. Online credits include eHow and Answerbag.


